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Word Count = 252

“Have you seen a telescope? What happens when you 
look through it?  In this story, James and Molly used their 
telescope to help them hunt for dinosaurs. They had to 
be careful not to go too close to the dinosaurs!”

•   Study contractions:  It's  can't  Let's  where's  couldn't 

•   Locate compound words:  everything  outside  birthday 

•   Compare hard and soft  sounds:  g giant/go/gave/gone

•   Develop visual discrimination:  ran/run  has/have  can/can't

•  Discuss use of upper case initial letters for names.

•  Focus on suffixes:  – – – –er  ing  ed  s

•   Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

•   Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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can't    gave    gone    Let's    only    through    told    took  
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            Dad gave James a telescope for  
  .his birthday

        .It made everything look BIG
"         !"      .You look like a giant he told Dad
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          Molly looked through the telescope  
          .at the cat and the fish

"           !"    . The cat looks like a tiger she said
"           !"The fish looks like a whale
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"         ,"  Let's go hunting for dinosaurs  
      .James said to Molly

"     ,"    .Be very careful said Dad
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